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Abstract 
A new class of codes over GF(q’) that meet the Griesmer bound are constructed in a simple way 
from the Solomon and Stiffler codes over GF(q). The new codes are, in general, not equivalent to the 
Solomon and Stiffler codes whenever I > 1. 
1. Introduction 
Let V be an [n, k, d; q]-code; i.e., a linear code over GF(q) of length n, dimension k, 
and minimum distance d. Griesmer [3] has proved that for any [n, k, d; q]-code, it 
holds that 
where [xl denotes the smallest integer 2 X. Codes that meet the Griesmer bound 
with equality are optimal in the sense that no shorter codes exist for the same k and d. 
It is therefore of considerable interest to find such codes. 
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An [n’, k’, d’; q]-anticode is a linear code over GF(q) of length n’, dimension k’, and 
maximum distance d’. It follows from the Griesmer bound that for any [n’, k’, d’; q]- 
anticode with only nonzero columns, it holds that 
(1.1) 
where L.x J denotes the greatest integer I x. The concept of an anticode is due to 
Farrell [2] and has been shown to be useful in the construction of optimal linear 
codes. 
In the case q = 2, d I 2km i, all codes meeting the Griesmer bound have been 
characterized by Helleseth [6]. It was proved that only two classes of codes are 
possible, one class constructed by Solomon and Stifler [12] and another class 
constructed by Belov [l]. 
In the case q = 2, d > 2km ‘, different classes of codes meeting the Griesmer bound 
have been constructed by Helleseth and van Tilborg [9], Helleseth [7], and Logachev 
[lo, 111. 
For q > 2, the problem of characterizing codes that meet the Griesmer bound seems 
to be even more difficult. Many classes of such codes have been constructed by 
Hamada, Deza, Helleseth, and Ytrehus. A survey of these constructions can be found 
in Hamada [4]. 
2. Preliminaries 
First, a description of the codes constructed by Solomon and Stiffler [12] will be 
given. 
Let 0:) = (q’j - l)/(q’ - l), for any integers 1, j 2 0, and let uY’ = 0 otherwise. 
Let U E %(k, u; q) if and only if U is a set of u,$” nonzero projectively distinct column 
vectors of a u-dimensional subspace of a k-dimensional vector space over GF(q) (i.e., 
U consists of the elements of a (u - I)-flat in a projective (k - 1)-dimensional space 
PG(k - 134)). 
Let p,,,E’%(k, k; q) and let P,,, (‘) denote the multiset where each element of pk,q has 
multiplicity s. 
If V is a set of k-dimensional column vectors, then let [V] denote some k x ) V( 
matrix for which V is the set of columns. Similarly, if Vi,. . ., V, are sets of k- 
dimensional column vectors, then let [VI ) . . . ) V,] denote some k x cr= 1 1 <I matrix 
for which the (multiset) union of the & is the set of columns. If [M] = [A 1 B], we will 
for convenience use the notation [A] = [M] \[B] for the submatrix [M\S]. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G’ = [U, 1 ‘.. [Up], UiE~(k,ui;q) be a kx~f=‘=,v~:’ matrix, where 
1 < Ui 5 112 s ... i u, < k and at most q - 1 of the ui are equal. Let s be at least equal 
to the maximum multiplicity of a column 0j.G’. A Solomon and Stifler code is generated 
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by the k x (svil) - Cf= 1 uf,f’) matrix G1 where 
Cl = [#,]\G’. 
The Solomon and Stifler code is a [sub” - cp= 1 II;;‘, k, sqk-’ - cfEI q”‘-‘; q]-code 
which meets the Griesmer bound. 
The following lemma is needed in the next section. It is due to Helleseth, Klove and 
Mykkeltveit [8, Lemma 3.11. For the sake of completeness we give a direct proof of 
the result we need, which is different from the proof in [8]. 
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a k x n matrix over GF(q) that generates an [n, k, d; q’]-code W,. 
Let S = {s1, s2,..., s”} be the columns of G. Then there is a codeword of weight w in V1 tf 
and only zf 
w=n-I{i(siEV,lIiIn}I 
for some vector space V of dimension 2 k -1 in the column space of G. 
Proof. Let x = (xI,...,xk)EGF(q’)k\{O}, where 
Xi = C XjiBj, xjiEGF(q), 
j= 1 
and {B13B27...tPl) is a basis for GF(q’) over GF(q). Then, since G = [sl, s2 ,. . ., sn], the 
weight of XC equals 
w(xG) = n -Iii\ x.si = 0, 1 < i I n>]. 
Since Si has components from GF(q), it follows that x.si = 0 is equivalent to the 
following system of equations: 
x11 x12 ... Xlk 1 
x22 X2k 
Xl2 Xlk 
Let X= (xij) denote the 1 x k coefficient matrix in the equation above, and let 
Hx = {aEGF(q)k 1 X-a = 0). 
Then Hx is a vector space of dimension k - rank(X). Since rank(X) I 1, the dimen- 
sion of H, is 2 k -1. Hence, it follows that 
w(xG)=n-I{i(siEH,,lIi<n}l. 
When x runs through GF(q’)k, HX will run through all possible vector spaces of 
dimension 2 k -1. This completes the proof. 0 
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3. The new code construction 
The k x xi”= 1 vlt’ matrix G’ = [U, 1 ... 1 Up] defined in Lemma 2.1 is called a gener- 
ator matrix of the anticode of the Solomon and Stiffler code V1 generated by 
Cl = [P&]\G’. 
The main idea in this paper is to consider G’ as a matrix over GF(q’) for any 12 1, and 
let G’ be the anticode for a code over GF(q’). 
Theorem 3.1. Let G, be the generator matrix for a code +fl over GF(q’) where 
Cl = [P$]\G’. 
Then VI is an 
sv;’ _ -f J.f.‘, k, Sql(k- l) - ifl (u::) - ~hi)~); q’]-co&. 
i=l 
Proof. The weight of a nonzero codeword in %7, is according to Lemma 2.2 equal to 
w(xG,) = sq*‘k- I’ - w(xG’) 




vlt’ - jl IH.X n uil) 
2 sq IV- 1’ 1 i (v;‘.’ _ J&) 
i=l 
since HX is a vector space of dimension 2 k - 1, and therefore ( Hx n Vi 1 2 t&f),. 0 





If we delete the columns of G’ from the matrix [P$!$2], we obtain a 3 x 14 matrix 
G1 over GF(2’) that generates a [14,3, 10; 2’]-code, which meets the Griesmer bound. 
A geometric interpretation of this construction is provided by Fig. 1, which depicts all 
the 21 points and some of the lines in PG(2, 22). The black points correspond to the 
columns in G’, while the white points correspond to the columns in G1. 
Lemma 3.2. Let u = al + b, where 0 < b < 1. Then 
vp _ q’ - qb v(I’ 
q--l 
a ; qb -l J1’ 
q-l =+I. 
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Fig. 1. Example of application of Theorem 3.1. The black and white points are the points of PG(2,2’) that 
correspond to the columns of G’ and G,, respectively. Also shown are all the lines of PG(2,2’) that pass 
through more than one black point. 
Proof. Since v:!~ - 02’ = q“*, we have 
(1) _ 4” -1 qsl+b f), _--= - 1 = (q’ - l)vZ’ + (qb - 1)q”’ 
q-l q-l q-l 
= (41 - 1)vb” + (qb - l)(vh’! 1 - vb”) 
q-1 
= -v, + 4b v(l) d - qb (1) 
q-1 q-l O+l’ 
which was to be proved. 0 
Corollas 3.3. Let Ui = ail + bi, 0 I bi < 1, 1 I i I p, then the matrix GI generates a 
s9 
l(k- 1) 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 3.1, since 
where ai 2 0. 0 
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In several cases the code %?[ 
Ui = ai 1 + b;, 0 < bi < 1, and let 
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generated by G, meets the Griesmer bound. Let 
E, = p, O<u<k-2. 
i=l 
o,=u+1 
Then %?, is a 
k-2 k-2 
sup - c E,,& 1, k, sqtCk- I) - c &,q”‘; qt -code. 
!J=O u=o 1 
Theorem 3.4. The code %?t meets the Griesmer bound if and only if 0 5 E, < q1 - 1 for 
O<uik-2. 
Proof. This follows directly from the Griesmer bound. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let 6, be a code over GF (4’) with the same parameters as %‘t such that 
(i) %?‘, meets the Griesmer bound, 
(ii) 1 < u1 5 ... I up I k - 1, and ^ 
(iii) there is a generator matrix 6’ for the anticode of %‘, with components from 
GF(q). 
Then & is a generator matrix for the anticode of a code over GF(q) that meets the 
Griesmer bound. 
Proof. From the parameters of the code it follows that it is sufficient to show that any 
vector in the anticode over GF (q) generated by the k x cy= 1 vif’ matrix 6’ has at least 
Cr= 1 vI!L 1 zeros. 
Let k’ 2 k be the rank of Gf and let D(q) be the column space of G’ over GF(q). 
Performing suitable row operations and column permutations, if necessary, we can 
without loss of generality assume that C?’ is a k’ x crZ 1 v!f’ matrix, removing k - k’ 
zero rows. 
We let F be the set of columns of 6,. For any subspace H c D(q) we let 
nn = IF n HI. Let qH be the code generated by the matrix GH = [F n H]. Observe 
that the number of zeros in a codeword in gH is equal to 1 F n Ill for some hyperplane 
17 c H. 
We will show that 
nH 2 i v!d~Lk’+dimH~ k’ - 1 I dim H 2 k’. 
i=l 
The proof goes by induction. For dim H = k’ -1, it follows from the parameters of 
@, and Lemma 2.2 that 
i=l 
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For k’ - 1-c dim H I k’, it follows from the anticode bound (1.1) applied to ?ZH that 
where Ii’ is a hyperplane in H such that n, is minimal (i.e., such that nH - n, is the 
maximal weight of a word in %YH). Suppose nH = cyz, UZ~)k’+dimH - A for SOme 
A>O,andletj=dimH-k’+1,11j<LThen, 
< i (ui!)l+j _ quz-l+j-l) _ 1 
i=l 
= $1 ul!LI+j- 1 -l 
This contradicts that nn 2 cr= 1 UZfl,+j_ 1. In particular we have proved that 
nH 2 cf= 1 u!,!’ 1 for all hyperplanes H in D(q), which completes the proof. 0 
4. Summary 
The main purpose has been to show how to construct new codes meeting the 
Griesmer bound over GF(q’) from the Solomon and Stiffler codes over GF(q). The 
codes constructed will often meet the Griesmer bound and they will, in general, not be 
equivalent to the Solomon and Stiffler code since Ui does not form a subspace over 
GF(q’) for any 1 > 1. 
In the case p = 1, q = 2, the codes constructed in this paper are equivalent to codes 
described in Hamada and Helleseth [S]. 
From Theorem 3.5 it is also natural to ask whether we can start from other classes 
of codes over GF(q) different from the Solomon and Stiffler codes and still obtain 
codes over GF (ql) that attain the Griesmer bound. This is a topic for further research. 
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